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2Ls Klein and Bond wi n Van Vleck
anced throughout his performance—com
mented on the manner in which he and
Assistant News Editor
Bond prepared for the competition.
"The nerves were manageable on
account
of the absurd number of times
Eric Klein and Jonathan Bond, 2Ls,
we
had
practiced,"
Klein confided. "It's
won the Jacob Burns Van Vleck Moot
like
how
they
train
astronauts.
They put
Court Competition on Thursday, Febru
them
in
the
launch
simulator
dozens
and
ary 1, 2007. As the Law School's single
dozens
of
times,
until
finally
it's
the
real
largest competitive event, the final round
thing
and
it
seems
familiar
and
the
nerves
drew an audience of nearly 1,500 mem
are manageable,"
bers of the GW Law community.
Unsurprisingly, the four finalists
Bond and Klein argued on behalf of
considered
the opportunity to argue in
the Petitioner against Katherine Borden
front
of
a
Supreme
Court Justice an in
and Josh Douglas, 3Ls, who represented
describable
honor.
the Respondent. The judges' panel was
"It says a lot about GW Law that
comprised of Supreme Court Associate
such
esteemed
jurists are willing to take
Justice Samuel A. Alito, Jr., U.S. 7th Cir
the
time
to
participate
in our competi
cuit Judge Diane P. W ood and U.S. 2nd
tion,"
Bond
said.
"I'm
sure they each
Circuit Judge Jose A. Cabranes.
have tremendous
demands upon
their time, so it's
a great credit to
the school that
they set aside the
time to judge the
final round."
At the close
of arguments, the
teams received a
standing ovation
from the audi
ence. The contes
tants were rather
pleased with their
respective perfor
mances.
"I am ex
tremely proud
of myself, Katie,
Eric, and Jona
than, for an in
credibly strong
and intellectual
delissa Rassas, 1L, and friends partied it up among a packed crowd of law students at the sold out
round," Douglas
barrister s Ball on Friday, February 2, 2007 at the Hilton Hotel in Dupont Circle.
In her closing comments, Judge
Wood praised all four competitors for
their extraordinary performances and
acknowledged that she had enjoyed serv
ing on the panel.
"I think all four of you have bright
futures as oral advocates," Judge Wood
said. "For me it has been a great pleasure
to be here today."
Judge Cabranes echoed Judge
Wood's sentiments in his closing com
ments and added "I think all the oralists
did an excellent job."
While the judges seemed pleased
with all contestants, they singled out Klein
for his hard work over the past several
months. Klein received awards for Best
Oralist and Best Brief.
Klein—who remained calm and bal

BY WASIM RAHMAN

said. "We all delivered top-notch perfor
mances, which is evident from the judge's
comments and the reaction we all received
afterwards."
Although each competitor was given
15 minutes in front of the panel, Klein and
Bond were surprised how quickly their
time at the podium flew by.
"I forgot to even look at the time
keeper," Klein admitted. "The first time
I looked over at him, he was holding up
the "STOP" card."
Borden, however, said that listening
to teammate Douglas's argument before
her own "felt like the longest 15 minutes"
of her life. "It had nothing to do with what
he was saying," Borden clarified. "It was
just the anticipation."
The Problem: U.S. v. Adam
Jones
Van Vleck Co-Chairs Sheerin Shahinpoor and Tiffany Joslyn drafted U.S.
v. Jones with the assistance of Professors
Chip Lupu, Daniel Solove, Amanda Tyler
and Orin Kerr. Justice Alito praised it as
both "timely and very interesting."
Contestants considered whether
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
had violated the First and Fourth Amend
ments rights of Adam Jones, who oper
ated an online chatroom ("The Guardians
of Allah") which served as a haven for
American Islamic fundamentalists.
After covertly investigating Jones,
the FBI charged him with conspiracy
to provide material support to a foreign
terrorist organization. Jones sought to
suppress the evidence obtained against
him during the FBI investigation.
Shahinpoor and Joslyn said that
the final round of arguments constituted
a culmination of nearly a year of hard
work.
"I really thought it was going to be

See VAN VLECK page 4

New Journal Prospects Looking Dim
BY AMY CASSIDY

Staff Writer
While the Student Bar Association
(SBA) has put the addition of a new
journal at the top of its agenda since the
beginning of last semester—and despite
that the Nota Bene anticipated revealing
the specifics of that journal in this is
sue—there is as of yet no new journal.
Recently, the International Law
in Domestic Courts On-Line Journal
(ILDC) invited the Law School to con
tribute to it. A small group of students
have been working with Professor Dinah
Shelton to compile summaries and analy
ses of court decisions that incorporate

News

The SBA, seeing an opportunity
to make good on its promise to bring
new journals to the law school, has been
working to have this writing opportunity
converted into a permanent, although
small, journal in time for the upcoming
write-on competition in March. Until
recently, the SBA was confident it would
succeed. However, the initiative will not
go to a faculty vote before the journal
competition.
According to Dean Stephen Schoo
ner, who has been working with SBA Vice
President of Outreach Megan Mocho to
find a way to invite an existing journal to
join the Law School, there simply is not
enough time to work out the logistics of

Specifically, Dean Schooner said that
converting the ILDC to a journal will
require that it be decided how many stu
dents may participate and what, if any,
prerequisites are to be required.
Apparently, turning the ILDC into
a journal also presents a unique chal
lenge, Dean Schooner said, because the
case summaries are significantly shorter
than the traditional notes written for
other journals. Since journal participa
tion traditionally fulfills the writing re
quirement imposed by the Law School,
the faculty must determine whether these
shorter summaries are sufficient to fulfill
it as well, whether the requirement should
be waived or whether students participat-

Features

fulfill the writing requirement through
other means.
Given the great number of uncer
tainties, Dean Schooner expressed doubts
that the ILDC could win a faculty vote
if rushed and indicated a preference for
allowing the ILDC to become more so
lidified and successful before being put
to a vote.
"If the students can be patient, it
is feasible to get (his done for next year,"
Dean Schooner said. "Rushing is not in
anyone's best interest."
Waiting, however, will mean that
the ILDC will not be available for jour
nal membership to any of the full-time

See JOURNAL page 3
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GW Hosts First Annual Religious
Freedom Moot Court Competition
joined GW Law School team members political climate. Specifically, it "was onship round were evaluated by Martin
Irene Ayzenberg and Jeff Bailey in the well written and the issues were cutting- S. Lederman, Visiting Professor of Law
Staff Writer
semi-finals.
edge," Ayzenberg said.
at Georgetown University, Law Cen
According to Ayzenberg, the pre
Bailey conceded
ter; the Honorable
The student chapter of the J. Reu liminary round was structured such that that "the problem was
Kent A. Jordan of
ben Clark Law Society (JRCLS) held it was somewhat more challenging than extremely well-bal
the United States
The problem
anced [and allowed]
its first annual National GW Religious the latter rounds.
Court of Appeals
on which the
"We had to argue both sides in the for both sides to focus
Freedom Moot Court the weekend of
for the 3rd Circuit;
preliminary round," Ayzenberg said. their time and energy
competition centered
January 26, 2007.
and the Honorable
The competition consisted of two She mentioned, however, that she and on fine-tuning their
John M. Rogers of
was particularly
Bailey represented advocacy skills" and
preliminary rounds,
the United States
engaging, especially
the Petitioner in the further added that "the
a semifinal round
Court of Appeals
semifinals.
First Amendment is
and a final champi
for the 6th Circuit.
Contestants widely
considering the
Ayzenberg not sue was particularly
onship round. After
"I was par
commented
on
the
current political
ed
that
she and Bailey relevant [because] the
the semi-final and
ticularly impressed
extraordinary quality
split the moot court same concept is cur
climate.
championship rounds
with the group of
problem
such
that
rently
making
its
way
on Saturday, Jan. 27,
judges
for this com
of the judges whom
she considered the through federal courts
the JRCLS hosted a
petition," Ayzen
JRCLS selected to
effects of the First in other contexts."
reception for the par
berg said. "They
Amendment
on the
ticipants and judges.
Contestants widely commented on were all extremely knowledgeable and
preside over the
issue at hand while the extraordinary quality of the judges really brought out the complexities of
While the Moot
competition.
Bailey focused his whom JRCLS selected to preside over the issues during our arguments."
Court Board sponsors
attention on the role the competition.
competitions that inAyzenberg added that the indi
which fictional stat
volve questions of
According to Bailey, "the ex viduals who served as judges seemed
ute played.
constitutional law or intellectual prop
tremely well-written problem and the particularly dedicated to the progress
Unfortunately,
Ayzenberg and experienced judges [who] heard [the] and growth of the students who com
erty, the JRCLS proudly acknowledges
that its competition is the first (to its Bailey did not progress to the champion- arguments... [constituted] the two main peted.
knowledge) that is specifically dedicated ship round. Still, they claimed that they things that contributed to the experi"They took the time to give us
to the issue of reli
individualized, degious freedom.
tailed commentaries
The problem
after the arguments"
centered on a contro
Ayzenberg said. "Re
versy involving the
ceiving advice from
rights of a religiouslythese experienced
affiliated student or
practitioners made it
ganization at a state
a great learning expe
law school. Members
rience."
of the Islamic Law
Bailey further
Student Society at the
said that he "sincerely
hypothetical Univer
enjoyed arguing in
sity of Lexington Law
front of practitioners
School—an institution
and academics [who]
which received signifi
were well-versed in
cant monetary assis
issues related to reli
tance from the federal
gious freedom." He
government—brought
noted that "each judge
suit to enjoin their uni
brought a thorough,
versity from refusing
substantive back
to renew the Society's
ground to the com
charter because it had
petition, something
established religious
which is not always
criteria for voting
[found] in every moot
membership in viola
court competition."
tion of the university's
Bailey added
non-discrimination
that while "the judg
policy.
es' impressive back
Specifically,
grounds made the
competitors consid
Photo: Courtesy of Mar c Bohn, 3L
arguments somewhat
ered: first, whether
Students argue before Georgetown Religious Freedom Constitutional Scholar Martin Lederman, Judge John
more intimidating
the fictional Reli
Rogers of the 6th Circuit and Judge Kent Jordan of the 3rd Circuit at the first annual National GW Religious
for the competitors,
gious Freedom in In
Freedom Moot Court Competition on January 27, 2007 (Photo: Courtesy of Marc Bohn, 3L).
[their] presence con
stitutions of Higher
tributed significantly
Learning Act of 2006
to the overall experi
precluded the feder
ence the competition
ally-funded university from refusing to greatly enjoyed their experience.
ence."
[afforded students]."
"I enjoyed participating in the
re-charter the organization; and second,
Among the many accomplished
Ayzenberg and Bailey praised the
whether the First Amendment prohib moot court competition," Bailey said. individuals who served as judges for the JRCLS for the success of the moot court
ited the university from attempting the "Of all of the moot courts I have com semi-final round oral arguments were competition. According to Ayzenberg,
same.
peted in here at GW, this competition Arthur Spitzer, Legal Director for the "it is clear that they worked extremely
Although teams from law schools was by far my favorite."
American Civil Liberties Union (Na hard to put this competition together."
Ayzenberg and Bailey both agreed tional Capitol Area) and David Salmons, She added that "I am sure that next
across the nation participated in the
competition, only those from the Uni that the problem on which the competi Assistant to the Solicitor General.
year, the JRCLS will have no problem
versity of Richmond, Florida State Uni tion centered was particularly engag
Those individuals who were fortu building on the success of this year's
versity and Brigham Young University ing, especially considering the current nate enough to compete in the champi- [event]."
•
BY SARAH VALERIO
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UpTowner Cafe opens in Lisner
The Grand Opening of UpTowner Starbucks, the UpTowner offers a number
Cafe in Lisner Hall on January 31, 2007 of sandwiches, snacks and sugary pastries
constituted quite the significant event, for those who cannot shake their midday
especially for those law students who munchies.
prefer to steer clear of the cold outside
Appropriately, a number of law stu
world as much as is possible.
dents are thrilled at the prospects which
As of last Wednesday, already the UpTowner presents. Some eager
crunched-for-time law students no longer individuals ,like Sanaa Chakibi, LLM
need leave the hallowed halls of the Law '07, have already commenced frequent
School and confront the dense traffic of ing the Cafe.
H Street just to obtain their much-needed
"It's very convenient," Chakibi
hourly doses of caffeine from Au Bon said. "I don't have to go too far to get
Pain.
coffee."
In addition to its wide array of
But what price are law students like
flavored lattes, teas and macchiatos a la Chakibi prepared to pay for this conve

nience? And what of the quality of the
items on the menu?
Although Chakibi mentioned that
"the food was good [and] the prices were
ok, not too high or too low," it remains to
be seen whether the UpTowner will catch
on with the rest of the student body.
Already, some individuals have
voiced concerns: considering that both
food and coffee may now be obtained
by simply navigating the complicated
stairwells of the Law School, it is now
entirely possible to spend the whole day
within the confines of the building. And
that isn't necessarily a good thing. •

frequently a clash of egos and pocket- it would be unfair to ask them to sponsor on journal participation rates that the
books, which can unsurprisingly result a journal as well. Dean Schooner added Administration began to come around.
from page 1.
in failure.
that drawing successful faculty away
According to Jammal, the rate
Recognizing that this task is ardu from other schools is
of journal participa
M^^,
students currently enrolled in the Law ous and that, as 3Ls, they have limited always difficult but it
tion among GW law
School unless the Administration allows time to make substantive contributions, would be nearly im
When the Law
students is substan
2Ls to participate in next year's write-on Jammal and Mocho have taken an in possible to convince
tially lower than any
School
does
get
a
competition.
novative turn.
a professor to join
comparably ranked
new journal, it likely
The outcome of the ILDC initiative
Instead of trying to force the affili the Law School if the
schools. Most notably,
is undoubtedly disappointing but efforts ation of a major journal this term, the sponsoring of a jour
will be one with a
the rate of George
continue to bring another full journal to SBA has decided that the most useful nal was presented as
town law student jour
business focus.
the Law School.
and substantive change it can make this an additional require
nal participation far
The Law School is faced with two semester is in hiring faculty. Although ment.
••
am^^^mmam
exceeds that of GW,
ways of adding new journals: it can ei hiring faculty and creating journals may
Essentially, the
making it more dif
ther create an unaffiliated journal from seem unrelated, the largest single obstacle journal initiative is caught between the ficult for GW students to compete.
scratch or it can invite
to bringing a new proverbial rock and a hard place. There
"Unless we're saying Georgetown
an existing journal
journal to GW is can be no journal without a faculty advi students are better than GW students and
into affiliation with
the fact that none of sor and no current faculty member wants that they deserve better opportunities,
The Law School
GW Law. Creating
the current faculty the job. Moreover, the Administration has there is no excuse for having a lower per
a journal would pro
have volunteered to its reasons for not wanting to condition centage of students writing for journals,"
is faced with two
vide quick results and
serve as an advisor. hiring on journal sponsorship. The result? Jammal said.
ways of adding new
satisfy student de
In fact, according A waiting game.
When the Law School does get a
journals: it can either
mands for an increase
to Dean Schooner,
Dean Schooner has made it clear new journal, it likely will be one with a
in journal member
certain faculty mem that if he could find a
business focus. Both Jamcreate an unaffiliated
ship. On the other
bers who are already new or lateral hire willing
mmmmM MHHB
mal and Dean Schooner
journal from scratch
hand, inviting an ex
serving as journal to sponsor a journal, he
agree that a business jour
It was not
isting journal would
advisors have asked would bring that profes
or it can invite an
nal would dovetail with
likely bring prestige
to be relieved of their sor on as quickly as pos
until
Jammal
the
law school's more tra
existing journal into
to both the students
journal responsibili sible. Although this seems
ditional
strengths to give
provided hard
affiliation with GW
on the journal and
ties because of the like a long shot, Dean
GW a competitive edge.
the Law School. The
numbers
excessive time com Schooner disclosed that
When the SBA recently
Law.
latter option would,
mitments required.
one incoming professor
put
potential journals
on journal
nonetheless, involve
To remedy the has expressed a "possible
to a vote in the Senate,
participation
significantly more
dearth of willing ad interest" in sponsoring a
the top selected journals
time and effort.
visors, the SBA wants to see a category journal.
were (in order): Antitrust
rates that the
According to SBA President Sam for "willingness to sponsor a journal"
Given the SBA's in
Law Journal, National Tax
A dministration
Jammal, despite delays, the latter option added to hiring criteria. Jammal ex ability to convince Dean
Journal, Tort Trial & Insur
began to come
is preferable for both students and the plained that while he does not think that Schooner to support
ance Practice Law Journal,
Administration since "starting a journal it should by any means be the only—or either of the proposals
Business Lawyer, American
around.
from scratch can be perceived as a cred the dominant—criteria, a willingness to above, it may seem the
Business Law Journal and
ibility problem for the school and the improve the academic opportunities for SBA has made few strides
Antitrust Bulletin.
faculty involved."
students through journal participation towards increasing jour
Although ranked
However, Jammal conceded that should certainly be a consideration.
nal membership. In reality, however, fourth by the SBA Senate, the Business
convincing a journal to affiliate itself with
"I'm not suggesting that someone Jammal and Mocho have succeeded Lawyer seems to be a prime candidate
the Law School is no simple task. In fact, shouldn't be hired for not wanting to simply by convincing the Administration, for consideration, Dean Schooner said,
Dean Schooner confided that efforts to oversee a journal," Jammal explained. though not the entire faculty, that the Law because the publication recently disaffili
attract the Public Contracts L aw Journal, "But if someone else is willing [to do so], School needs more journals. Though this ated from the University of Maryland for
which many think of as synonymous they should be given first preference." is hardly a point of contention among unknown reasons and has an exceedingly
with GW, initially failed.
Jammal said that his goal is to "get the the student body, according to Jammal, large subscription and readership.
Apparently, practitioners who criteria solidified so that next year's SBA the low rate of journal participation has
Despite the setbacks and difficulties
participate in an existing journal must can move on."
not previously caused concern among inherent in the process which the SBA has
be convinced that their publication can
Unfortunately, Dean Schooner Administration.
confronted, Jammal remains optimistic.
be improved by affiliating with the Law also has expressed reservations about
"They don't understand the impor
"I see no reason why a new journal
School. They also must work out issues this SBA idea, making it unlikely that he tance of journal participation and really can't be added before the 2008 write-on
of cost and monetary gain and negoti will suggest it to the faculty. Asking new underestimate the value of journals on competition unless: 1) the SBA gives up,
ate the number of pages to be reserved faculty to teach, research and publish is a resume," Jammal said. He also said it or 2) there is lack of will on the part of the
for student publication. The result is a huge undertaking in itself, he said, and was not until he provided hard numbers deans and faculty," Jammal said.
•
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from page 1.

an impossible task," Shahinpoor said. "It
was amazing to have it come into fruition
and see the competitors take it to a differ
ent level."
Josh Douglas and Katherine Bor
den

to go over well," Douglas said.
There seem to have been no real
secrets to success for the Borden-Douglas
team other than a lot of hard work. How
ever, the team did have one ritual. As rep
resentation for the fictitious respondent,
Adam Jones, Borden and Douglas took
the song "Mr. Jones" by Counting Crows
as their theme song. "We... listened to [it]
before each round of the competition,"
said Douglas.
Borden also admitted to having
a Tom Brady bobblehead to which she
made all her oral arguments. "I firmly be
lieve that it [was] good luck to practice my
argument in front of Tom Brady before
giving my actual oral argument," she said.
"I [made] Josh give his oral argument to
the Tom Brady
bobblehead
[also]."

Insights from the Experts
A friendly interview with the Van Vleck finalists, taken prior to the
Van Vleck Championship Round.
Name a Favorite Superhero:
Jonathan Bond:
"I suppose James Bond doesn't count as a
superhero, but if he did, that would be my choice.
Otherwise, 1 think Superman is the next in line,
but I can't think of a good reason. (I hope they
don't ask about this during the argument...I better
think of an answer!)"

For Josh Douglas and Katherine
Borden, the decision to participate in the
competition was last-minute. Last fall,
Douglas posted a note to the Dean's Fel
lows' TWEN site looking for a partner.
At the time, most participants had already
formed teams.
"I knew that this was the last time
Eric Klein:
"Jonathan Bond, for obvious reasons."
I could engage
in this type of
Katherine Borden:
"Wonder woman, because she's a woman in the
activity when
"As we turned in our intent
it would not
male-dominated profession of superheroes, and
'count' in the
to compete forms, I turned to
Eric Klein
I was the only girl that made it to the Van Vleck
real world,"
and Jonathan
semi-finals."
[Douglas] and said 'this is a
Douglas said.
Bond
really bad decision.'I have
Douglas had
A love for
Joshua Douglas:
"Buzz Lightyear. He goes "to infinity and
competed as a
since retracted that statement."
moot court in
1L but noted
beyond!" which is quite a goal. While he may
spired Eric Klein
— Katherine Borden
that "I was not
and Jonathan
just be a toy, with a little imagination he has true
satisfied with
Bond to sign up
superhero qualities."
my perfor
for this year's
mance in [that] competition and wanted Van Vleck competition. They expressed
Perry Mason, Jackie Chiles (Seinfeld) or Elle Woods (Legally
to try again."
interest in the competitive aspects of the
Blond)?
Borden had similarly competed as tournament but also noted that they had
a 2L and as such initially "had no real wanted to learn more on how to craft legal
Jonathan Bond:
Perry Mason, without a doubt. Even if it's not a
desire to compete again." Nonetheless, arguments.
specific objection, there's just no good response
she reconsidered the opportunity and
"I was really impressed by the
to "Incompetent, Irrelevant and Immaterial."
responded to Douglas' posting.
finalists last year, and I had a lot of fun
"I didn't know Josh that well," preparing for the first-year competition,
Eric Klein:
Borden said. "But I knew that he was and so I thought it would be fun to try
'Elle Woods, because Reese Witherspoon is
smart and I thought we would work well Van Vleck," Bond said.
hot."
together, so the wheels started turning in
In preparation for the final round,
my head."
the pair just engaged in "mooting, moot
Katherine Borden:
"Elle Woods without the Chihuahua.
Borden and Douglas knew that in ing, and more mooting," Bond said. Al
order to do well, they would have to put in though the teammates said they have no
Joshua Douglas:
countless hours of work. As such, the two real secrets to their early 2L success, Bond
"Jackie Chiles, but only because Seinfeld is
Van Vleck finalists almost did not enter and Klein admitted to wearing the same
probably the funniest show ever. Plus, maybe
the competition! In fact, Douglas said that ties for every round of the competition.
someday someone will say that I am "Fabulous,
both he and Borden were "on the fence"
"I wish I could say that I did
Stupendous, Outrageous!"
until the last day to sign up.
something like read the text of the First
"I talked to [Douglas] about it," Amendment aloud for inspiration," Bond
How to succeed in a Moot Court competition?
Borden said, "and we went back and said. "But because we [represented] the
forth about whether it would be worth government... [and argued] for permis
Eric Klein:
You s imply cannot do enough practice rounds.
the work. As we
sible intrusions
Both with live panels, and even in empty rooms,
turned in our inon association
repeating the argument, honing it, rewording it,
tent to compete
al activity, that
until
you could say it calmly while standing in
forms, I turned
"I wish I could say that I
[didn't] help as
to [Douglas]
the middle of a tornado. Also, try to pick apartner
much."
did something like read the
and said 'this is
like Jonathan Bond. 1 don't think it's possible.
While the
text of the First Amendment
a really bad de
teammates ex
But try.
cision.' I have
aloud for inspiration, but
pressed some
since retracted
anxiety
about
because we [represented] the
Katherine Borden:
Practice, practice, practice... the morecomfortable
that statement."
arguing in front
For Bor
government... [andargued]
you get up there, the better you will be. Be
of a Supreme
den, a memo
Court Justice
flexible and willing to take criticism, but don't get
for permissible intrusions
rable moment in
before the final
discouraged
by bad moots or bad competitions.
on associational activity,
the competition
round, the so
1 did n't make it past the first round of the first
was when the
that [didn *t] help as much."
lution came in
year moot court competition—if I had given up
finalists were
just one word,
—
Jonathan
Bond
announced. "It
on appellate advocacy after that experience, I
according to
was one of the
Klein: "prac
would have never gone through the crazy ride
proudest motice." Fortu
that Van Vleck was this past year. As Tiki Barber
ments of my life," she said. "It was in nately both teammates have experience
said, "every day is an opportunity disguised as a
credibly exciting."
participating in college debate. In addichallenge."
Douglas recalled an especially
tion, Klein had a job that required him to
r
memorable exchange with the bench dur- speak in public which helped him prepare
Joshua Douglas:
ing the semi-final round. As a judge for for the competition.
Prepare as much as you can, so that you already
that round, Dean Lawrence had asked
As the months of preparation
have heard every possible question you might
Douglas if the trial lawyers representing came to an end last Thursday, all the
receive. Focus on your words, so they are
his client, Adam Jones, had previously finalists expressed satisfaction with their
delivered
with meaning and clarity. Remember
made a particular argument. When Doug achievements. When asked how he felt
las responded he did not know, Dean now that the competition was over, Klein
that you know more than the judges about the
Lawrence remarked that he "must know," responded: "I'm afraid it will never really
tacts ol the case and have spent more time
referring to him as a "high-powered be over. I keep expecting someone to rush
researching that particular area of the law. Finally,
Supreme Court lawyer." After pausing through my door and yell, 'The Supreme
remember to have some fun!
•
briefly, Douglas simply said "thank you." Court wants to hear the case again!' or to
The audience broke out in laughter. "It hear that Adam Jones has busted out of
was an impromptu response but it seemed jail or something."
•
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ADR Scheduling Mishap Causes
Religous Conflict

BY KARLIE DUNSKY

Assistant News Editor

Grey said, the board immediately noThe Alternative Dispute Resolution ticed a discrepancy for which they could
(ADR) internal competition was unex- not account: none of the 17 teams that
pectedly complicated last fall when, im- competed on Monday had made the list
mediately after the competition, the ADR of top scores. Comparatively, the scores
board realized that none of the pairs who of the teams who competed on the final
competed on the final day were selected day were significandy worse on average
as winners for the board.
than those of the competitors that made
The competition—in which pairs the board,
of students work as
"The judges had nothing to do with
a team to resolve an
[the discrepancy],"
assigned issue with
Grey said. "There
another team—was
There was some
were iots Qf argu.
scheduled over the
COHCem that it Was
ments raised as to
Rosh Hashanah holireligious
^ **™re dis'
day weekend. While
...
.
advantaged,
most competitors
discrimination, we
Although
were able to compete
didil't want to be
Grey did not proon Saturday, Septem.
, ., .
,,
vide names of com
ber 23, or the next
perceived that way.
piamants, she said
day, Jewish students
— Carley Grey
there were many,
wishing to observe
Apparendy, the most
the holiday over the
^
persuasive explanaweekend could only
tion was suggested
compete the following Monday.
by a competitor. Grey was told that in
Later that week, after the competi- observing the Jewish holiday on Saturtion was complete and the teams with day and Sunday, the Jewish competitors
the highest scores were posted, the ADR did not have the opportunity to prepare
executive board began to review the adequately for the competition,
evaluations given during the competition.
Grey said that the board had not
Although the board considers diverse foreseen the problem. Not surprisingly,
judging standards when comparing scores however, individuals were quite upset by
in order to ensure the evaluations are of the oversight.
the "proper caliber," ADR President Carly
"There was some concern that it

was almost religious discrimination," disadvantaged, they would be permitted
Grey said. "We didn't want to be per- to re-compete on November 12.
ceived that way."
Only eight groups out of the original
According to Dean
17 redid their arguments
David Johnson, who
and two of those teams
were added to the board
advises the ADR board,
"There WUS some
this problem has not oc. ..
list for a total of 16 win„ * A in
• prior years, w
concern that it was
• „„ •
curred
but
rung pairs,
scheduling the competialmost religious
Although the board
tion is always difficult.
discrimination "
did not complete a follow-up survey, Grey said
"Considerations
Grey
said.
"We
the
board can infer from
are taken in advance ev
ery semester with every
the
fact
that not everyone
didn't want to be
board," Dean Johnson
redid their argument that
perceived that
said. "However, the se
those who opted not to
way."
do so either did not feel
mester has shrunk from
they were hurt by the
14 to 13 weeks and we've
issue or felt that the op
added weekend classes,
portunity to re-compete
more competitions, and
other events. It becomes impossible to was an insufficient remedy.
avoid every potential conflict."
As a result of the conflict, the ADR
Because schedule conflicts are a board will take into consideration the
constant, a more realistic goal for the impact of non-Christian holidays when
board was to simply accommodate those scheduling future competitions, Grey
who feel disadvantaged.
said.
Grey met with Dean Johnson
Dean Johnson added that "The adand Dean Frederick Lawrence shortly dition of a Friday round—as opposed to
thereafter to discuss possible solutions, a Monday round—appears to be a better
Dean Lawrence suggested the Monday route because students can then prepare
competitors be given an opportunity to right up until the competition instead of
redo their arguments and the board im- losing prep time over the weekend while
mediately implemented the remedy. It they are observing their faith." Future
sent an e-mail to all Monday competitors competitions will likely incorporate this
which read that if they felt they had been suggestion.
O
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Social Security Numbers on Transcripts
Like many law school students, it's
time for me to look for a new job. In the
coming weeks and months, I may apply
to dozens of firms and companies. Many
potential employers use transcripts to
verify scholarship before hiring, which
means I could be mailing out dozens of
transcripts to organizations I never may
have contact with again. While anyone
who has been through this process would
agree it's a hassle, it's also dangerous—if
you're a GW student.
As a part of a distinct minority of
nationally ranked schools, George Wash
ington University transcripts contains all
three pieces of information necessary
for identify theft: Your name, Birth date,
and Social Security Number (SSN). Each
time you send a transcript to a prospective
employer, that information is captured,
logged in a database, and stored indefi
nitely. The more places you disseminate
your SSN, the higher your risk for identity
theft.
The problem is so pervasive in the
District of Columbia that the DC Attor
ney General warns, "avoid providing your
social security number or other personal
information to prospective employers
until you have verified the legitimacy of
the organization and their need to verify
your background."
So I called the Registrar's office
and tried to order a transcript with the
SSN hidden. They refused, saying that
GWU systems are not set up to hide
SSNs on transcripts. That's a problem. In
the current climate of identity insecurity,
students need to be able to withhold it
from third parties who have no need for

it—including places where they apply for
employment.
But Registrar Beth Amundson, de
fended GWU's practice, citing the Ameri
can Association of Collegiate Registrars
(AACRAO). AACRAO recommends
placing the SSN on university transcripts
for convenience and universality. Accord
ing to the AACRAO 2003 Academic Record
and Transcript Guide, 79% of national col
leges and universities used the SSN on
transcripts in 2003.
Much has changed in the last
four years. In January 2007 I personally
contacted the Registrars offices for US
News & World Report's top 126 national
universities. I asked each Registrar two
questions: 1. Is a student's Social Security
Number printedon official transcripts? 2. If so,
may students request that their social security
number be withheld from the transcript? All
126 Registrar offices responded:

Georgetown and Berkeley print only these Herculean efforts. However sigthe last four digits. Placing the SSN on nificant, the GWID represents only one
transcripts is even illegal in
step in securing students'
some states, including New
identities. In the face of
York. Fourteen nationally
increased threats, students
ranked schools print the
require more control over
SSN on transcripts but al
their financial and identity
low students to withhold it
security than the university
upon request.
currently provides.
The stark contrast
The FBI has labeled
between the two surveys
Identity Theft as the fastest
partially may be due to the
growing crime in the United
schools sampled, or perhaps
States. Students need the
during the last four years,
ability to protect them
most top universities
selves and withhold
AARON TITUS
have realized the im
this vital piece of
portance of protecting
information when
students' SSNs. Re
they choose. In the
gardless of the cause,
very near future, I
one thing is certain: George Washington will deliver a letter to the University
University is in the small minority of its President, requesting that students be alpeer institutions when it comes to protect- lowed to hide their SSN from university

Privacy Please

AACRAO 2003 SURVEY
OF NATION AL COL LEGES & UNIVERSITIES
IN 2003, MORE THA N % OF NAT IONAL
COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES REPO RTED USIN G THE S SN
ON TRAN SCRIPTS, TO AACRAO.

As of January 2007, roughly 2/3
of George Washington's peer universi
ties printed a Student ID or only a partial
SSN (such as the last 4 digits) on official
transcripts. For instance, Harvard, Yale,
Stanford, Princeton, and Duke do not use
students' SSNs on transcripts at all, while

JANUARY 2007 SURVEY
OF US NEWS & WORLD REPORT'S TOP
126 COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
IN JANUARY 2 007, ONLY 1A OF TO P NATIONAL UN IVERSITIES
PLACED T HE FU LL SS N ON TR ANSCRIPTS, WITHOUT AL LOWING
STUDENTS TO HIDE IT.
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IS ONE OF TH EM.

ing Student Social Security Numbers on
transcripts and official documents.
By instituting the GWID as the
primary form of student identification,
the George Washington University has
taken significant steps toward student
identity security in past years. I applaud

documents, including transcripts, upon
request. Shortly, the Student Association
Senate is expected to pass a resolution in
support of this idea.
And with any luck, soon you'll be
able to askfor a transcript that won't have
the potential to wreck your credit.
•

A Brush WithD.C. Crime
The Biff Around Town column has I live in a relatively peaceful part of
two rules, one of which I'm about to Capitol Hill, and until recently, the biggest
break: no Northern Virginia, and no law problems have been nosy neighbors and
school. I don't discuss the latter because forgetting to take the trash out on time.
it's banal and overanalyzed. I don't dis But a young, enterprising armed robber
cuss the former because, generally, NoVa named Gant has shaken my D.C.-loving
is pretty lame. I've never lived there, worldview to its core.
and I don't hang out there; it feels like a
Mr. Gant commenced his evening
huge, interminable strip mall dotted with when he and some friends of his robbed a
large apartment buildings to stack white Northeast man at gunpoint. A high-speed
police chase en
people.
BIFF
sued, ending
Okay, before
you put the paper
when the perps
crashed their car.
down, hear me
The police arrest
out. I can see why
people want to live there; in fact, there are ed Mr. Gant's friends, but unfazed, Gant
several circumstances where one should jumped into another stolen vehicle and
choose NoVa over D.C. If you enjey liv tore down Maryland Avenue Northeast.
ing amongst vestiges of the Confederacy Gant hit a cyclist, critically wounding
(Jefferson Davis Highway, Lee Highway, that person, jumped out of the car, and
for example), Northern Virginia might hightailed it into my neighborhood on
be the place for you. If that whole rep foot, toting a shotgun.
Mr. Gant saw my neighbor Gary
resentative democracy thing does it for
you, you're in luck: you get congressmen milling in his backyard, and charged at
and Senators. If you have identified your Gary, overpowering him and forcing his
life-partner and wish to commence your way into Gary's house. Gary reflexively
life together, you would not be wrong to bashed Gant over the head with a frying
commence it in NoVa - you can actu pan, sending Gant tumbling into Gary's
ally afford to buy a place. Finally, the basement. Gary grabbed his wife, his dog
NoVa parking meter attendants aren't as and got out of there, calling the cops.
I'm-unhappy-with-the-way-in-which-my- Meanwhile, Gant barricaded himself into
life-has-turned-out-and-I'm-taking-it-out- the basement.
on-this-f**king -red-Toyata-y in NoVa as
This is where I come in. I was
they are in D.C.
returning home from dinner with some
And I've discovered another good friends of mine, at about 10 PM, and we
reason to live in NoVa, too: DC's crime. were having trouble turning right - police

BiffAroimd Town

t

had blocked off six Capitol Hill blocks.
I finally made it near my street and was
greeted with a blast of lights, cops, and
police tape. I climbed into my house
through the back porch and unblinkingly
watched as the DC police force converged
on Gary's place, directly across the street
from mine.
It was probably the most purely
cinematic thing I've ever seen, straight
out of the first Die Hard. There were
about seventy police officers gesturing
at each other, ducking behind cars, and
weaving in and out in front of the house.
There were helicopters circling my block,
casting light and then weird shadows, and
there were police with huge flood lights
fixed on Gary's house. There was a sharp
shooter using my car as cover, his elbows
resting on my dented trunk. Myself and
my roommates watched it all unfold in
front of us, riveted. I glanc ed down and
saw two snipers with fluffy woolen hoods
hunched in my front bushes, the triggers
aimed at Gary's basement. A SWAT team
of around fifteen barreled in from stage
right, donning face shields and clubs.
My roommates and I were ducked
down in the dark in front of the windows,
unable to pry ourselves from the unfold
ing scene. I didn't want stray bullets to
strike me, but it was a cocktail of freaky,
awesome, scary, and surreal that I hadn't
had before.
The DC Fox News affiliate was
reporting from forty feet from my house

-1 learned that the houses across the street
had all been evacuated. He also reported
that it's a "frightening and terrifying ex
perience for the whole neighborhood,"
which was funny because everyone in
my house was kind of giddy, drinking,
and watching the scene outside. Other
members of the neighborhood boldly tried
to go on about their business: a middle
aged woman tried to walk her twin Hus
kies down my sidewalk and got owned
by three police officers, each of whom
shouted at her, arms waving, to get out
of the street.
For two hours, the standoff contin
ued. Finally, the SWAT team knuckled
down and entered the house. Mr. Gant
was extracted without a single gunshot
having been fired. He looked like a little
child; he couldn't have been much taller
than five foot seven. I heard the police
taking down his information, and they
patted him down - "that's sexual harass
ment!" shouted Gant. And then every
thing stopped.
I'm about to graduate from law
school and practice the law; I'll be a le
gitimate adult in a few months' time. But
I also have a deep and abiding love of
D.C. and of excitement: the things about
Northern Virginia that probably should
attract me at this point simply don't. I
haven't yet had my fill of frying panwielding retirees and spectacular Boyz In
The Hood police raids on my street. And
that's a good thing.
•
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The Main Attraction
A professor recently suggested that I write a column about movies that are legal
in nature and/or have trial scenes. I think it's a good idea, but there is one problem.
With the exception of Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, Miracle on 34th Street, Goodfellas
and A Few Good Men, I have no experience with law related movies. A Few Good Men
is before a military tribunal so I'm not sure if that one counts. As far as Goodfellas,
only a very small part of the movie contains a trial scene, and if you haven't seen this
movie, you should have your eyes gouged out so that you may never watch a movie
again. On that note, if anyone has "legal" movie suggestions, please email them to
me. I'll give them a view. You can email me at managnosti@law.gwu.edu. But for
now, enjoy some more (non-law related) movie recommendations:

36.
True Romance (ACTION) starring Patricia Arquette, Christian
Slater, Val Kilmer, Gary Oldham, Dennis Hopper, Samuel L. Jackson, Christopher
Walken, Michael Rapaport, Brad Pitt, Bronson Pichot, James Gandolphini, Chris
Penn, and Saul Rubinek, directed by Tony Scott. It has come to my attention that some
of you have never even heard of this movie. A male friend of mine recently asked
me if this is a mushy chick-flick. The screen play was written by Quentin Tarantino,
so I can assure you that any potential chick-flick qualities this movie may have are
overridden by the film's violent nature. Patricia Arquette's character, Alabama, plays
a call girl who is paid to spend a night with Christian Slater's character, Clarence. The
adventure starts when Christian Slater decides that he must kill Alabama's former
pimp, Drexel. If you like Tarantino, go for it.
37.
The Apartment (COMEDY) starring Jack Lemmon and Shirley
MacLaine, directed by Billy Wilder. Jack Lemmon plays the part of a mid-level em
ployee trying to get ahead by allowing the upper management in his company to use
his apartment for their extramarital love trysts. Lemmon has a thing for an elevator
operator (MacLaine) in his office building who's having an affair with Lemmon's
boss. One night, Lemmon comes home to find his crush sleeping in his apartment.
This is a sweet, funny flick. It took home the Best Picture, Best Director, Best Original
Screenplay, Best Editing and Art Direction Academy Awards in 1960. Lemon and
MacLaine were nominated for Best Actor and Actress as well.
38.
Sex, Lies and Video Tapes (DRAMA) starring James Spader,
Andie MacDowell, Peter Gallagher, and Laura San Giocomo, directed by Steven
Soderbergh. Sex, Liesand Video Tapes basically put Steven Soderbergh, director of Erin
Brockovic, Traffic, Ocean's Eleven, on the map as a film director. The movie debuted at
the Sundance Film Festival in 1989, and it took home the coveted Palm d'Or Award.
In the movie, Andie MacDowell plays a neurotic, sexually repressed housewife whose
husband is having an affair with her sister. When her husband's college roommate
turns up with his video camera, lies and sexual desires become revealed.
39.
His Girl Friday (COMEDY) starring Carey Grant, Rosalind Rus
sell, and Ralph Bellamy, directed by Howard Hawks. The quick-witted dialogue be
tween Carey Grant and Rosalind Russell is so fast-paced that if you blink your eyes,
you'll miss part of it. The movie is based on a play entitled The Front Page, where the
part of Hildy Johnson (Rosalind Russell) is a male character who is leaving a job at
a newspaper in order to get married. The newspaper's editor, Walter Burns (Carey
Grant), is trying to bamboozle him into staying at the paper by getting him to cover
one last story. Director Howard Hawks cleverly changed the part of the newspaper
reporter to a female character who happens to be Burn's ex-wife. Other than that,
the plot remains intact. This is a purely funny, feel-good movie. Below are a couple
of fun facts about the movie that I found on www.wikipedia.com.
"Some memorable moments incorporate real life references: Walter remarks
that Ralph Bellamy's character looks a lot like an actor.. .Ralph Bellamy. Later, Walter
notes that the last person who crossed him and lived to regret it was Archie Leach
- Grant's real name."
40.
The Good Shepard (DRAMA) starring Matt Damon, Angelina
Jolie, Alex Baldwin, and Robert DeNiro. This is DeNiro's second turn in the director's
chair. (His first was A Bronx Tale). The movie centers on the life of Edward Wilson
(played by Matt Damon) who is recruited by DeNiro to aid in the birth of the CIA
after WWII. Matt Damon does a fine job of acting the part of Wilson whose sole
identity becomes his service in the CIA. Except for her opening scene in the movie,
I think Jolie is miscast in her role as Wilson's wife. I liked this movie, but I probably
won't see it again. Nevertheless, I think it's an interesting movie to see, since you're
watching the development of one of America's most important bureau's from the
perspective of one man.
•

Life Outside tjte Law

Travel Tips for Spring
Break and Beyond
Spring break is around the corner as March is less than a
month away. Some of you may be itching to get away for a little
much-earned R&R to recharge in time for finals. If you are think
ing about taking a flight to your destination, here are some travel
websites and tips that you may find helpful.
The standard popular online search websites that make
purchasing plane tickets and booking hotel reservations a pretty
painless experience that are worth checking out are Orbitz.com,
Expedia.com, Travelocity.com and Cheaptickets.com. However,
you may be limiting your search if you focus on just these web
sites because many of them do not include major airlines such as
Southwest and JetBlue, which often have good deals that you may
not want to pass up.
I want to share with you a couple other websites that may
not be as well known (no catchy advertising campaign involving
gnomes) but can be extremely helpful. My personal favorite is
Kayak.com, which is the most comprehensive flight search program
I have found thus far. What is unique about this website is that it
conveniently searches many of the other flight search sites plus the
websites of the major airlines simultaneously, making the search
so much more efficient. Kayak also has a menu on the side of the
screen that allows you to sift through your results, easily adjust your
search criteria, and view a graph showing the fluctuation of the ticket
prices for yo ur particular itinerary over the past 90 days. Another
less-known but potentially helpful website is Studentuniverse.com,
which offers discounted flight prices specially made for students.
This website can be particularly useful if you are traveling to Eu
rope, as you can get European rail passes and hostel information
(for those of you traveling on a budget). There is also a forum that
travelers may find helpful as well.
Of course, I also recommend checking out the airline web
sites themselves. Sometimes the airlines offer the best discounted
fares, and you can save the $5 or so that the big search sites tack
onto the airfare as a service charge.
Good luck and safe travels!
•
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No I

Not
DidCopy The
Onion

With the Super Bowl over, this week first-grade classroom). While this may
marks the start of a month of pure sports be good news for Barbara's owners, it is
boredom. Nothing exciting will happen not for Triple Crown Productions, which
this month in the world of sports, and you replaced Visa as the sponsor of the races
can quote me on that. Rather than trying and now has to fork over the $5 million
to write an excruciatingly boring column bonus.
Fake Issue 4: Baseball banning the
on the NBA, college basketball, or the
NHL, I thought I would make up some use of non-traditional statistics.
This came as quite a shock to all the
fake issues and then argue about them.
This surely will be more entertaining than "stat nerds" and "computer dorks" on the
Internet, but Major League Baseball does
anything that is actually happening.
not have a reputation
Fake Issue 1: Tiki
for
being particularly
Barber winning the Su
logical.
Apparently
per Bowl MVP.
the
old-time
scouts
I thought you had
still
have
a
lot
of
pow
to actually play in the.
er
in
baseball
circles,
game to receive this
and they felt their jobs
award (or at least make
were being jeopar
it out of the Wild Card),
dized
by people with
but apparently Tiki has a
calculators.
I have
lot of fans in the media,
to
agree
with
these
of which I guess he is
scouts.
Any
idiot
with
now a member. Now
a
spreadsheet
can
you all know that the
make
statistics,
but
MVP usually gets some
it
takes
a
true
base
sort of automobile in
ball man to know if
addition to a trip to Dis
a player has the
ney World, and this
JONATHAN
AUERBACH
heart, drive, soul,
year's car was a Ca
and
spiritual for
dillac. Basically, we
titude
to be great.
should have seen this
While
I will never
coming. Remember
be
able
to realize
those commercials
my
life
long
dream
of
crunching
base
where Tiki is driving in an Escalade in
Manhattan and talking about seizing op ball numbers in a cubicle, I know that
portunities? While you may have thought somewhere out there is an old man who
that that was just some loaner car for the couldn't identify a radar gun if he was
commercial, in reality it was his Super holding it and who has never watched TV
that is accurately and passionately iden
Bowl MVP trophy.
Fake Issue 2: Whether Peyton tifying the next great crop of ballplayers.
Manning should have called a timeout in Godspeed.
Fake Issue 5: The NBA pretending
the fourth quarter to film a MasterCard
to change back to the old
commercial.
ball.
I would like to thank
After months of
the ad wizards that came
After months of
complaining, the players
up with this idea. I was
complaining, the
finally forced the league
confused for a moment as
to get rid of the new-fan
to why CBS cut away to
players finally
gled synthetic basketball
commercial only to come
forced the league
and replace it with the
right back to h
t e game, but
to get rid of the
good old-fashioned cow
when I saw Peyton take
hide version. What the
off his helmet and look
new-fangled
players didn't know was
straight into the camera,
synthetic basketball that these "old" balls were
I knew we were witness
ing advertising genius.
and replace it with actually the synthetic ones
fitted with several small
Sure, the Colts might have
the good oldpieces of leather. I have
needed that extra time
fashioned cow hide to commend the NBA
out on that last-second
on its fiscal responsibil
drive that may or may not
version.
ity. Knowing that a shift
have happened, but Pey
^••
back to the classic ball
ton probably earned a lot
would
leave thousands of
more money for that spot
than he would have earned under his cur unused basketballs sitting in a warehouse
rent back-loaded player contract (Did you in New Jersey (which can't be donated to
know he only earned $2.50 per game this anyone because, let's face it, these balls
season? No wonder he needed to do all are like a book that's been taken into the
those commercials. He's probably really bathroom), the league cleverly killed a
looking forward to the 2013 season, when bunch of cows, processed their hides into
small circles, and paid a bunch of sweat
he will receive $4 million per play).
Fake issue 3: Awarding the Triple shop workers to stitch together the new
hybrid basketballs. Players can't tell the
Crown to Barbara posthumously.
Sure, he was a great horse and a true difference because they can still feel the
fighter from what I've heard, but this is leather's smooth feel on their hands dur
ridiculous. Is horse racing so desperate to ing the game. This Is just another example
stay in the news that they would desecrate of why David Stern would make a great
one of the most prestigious awards in all US president.
Fake Issue 6: Whether this column
of sports? I'm pretty sure Seattle Slew
should
actually address a serious and
and Affirmed are giving Barbara a pretty
important
sports topic.
hard time about this up in Horse Heaven
Maybe
next time.
•
(aka the art cabinet in Ms. Stevenson's

Left-Wing Lock

DANIEL GREENSPAHN

The Top Ten

Ten Things You Didn't
Know About Dean Izumi
Dean Carol Izumi is Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs and a Professor of Clinical Law. She joined
the full-time clinical law faculty in 1986 and is cur
rently teaching a consumer mediation clinic. She
and her husband have had a number of pets: Little
Walter, a male cockatiel given to her by a former
clinic student and named after a renowned blues
harmonica player (Walter's female companion
Phoebe passed away in 2002); Ding Ding, a dog
who had to get a doggie passport to enter the U.S.
as an immigrant from Taiwan; and Buster, a dog
who disappeared after eating a neighbor's pig.
Q: What brought you to GW?
A: In 1986, the law school was looking for someone to teach a mediation clinic
and separate litigation clinic in the consumer law area. I had a background in
both processes and I also had experience supervising law students in different
contexts.
Q: Favorite place to eat in D.C.?
A: We often go to a Japanese restaurant named Yosaku near our house in north
west DC. Nothing fancy - just good food, very nice staff, and a friendly owner,
Mr. Kondo.
Q: Book you are currently reading?
A: "Animals in Translation" by Temple Grandin. She is an autistic animal
behavior expert with a Ph.D. in animal science who designs humane animal
restraints and facilities. Her book offers great insights on how animals think and
why they behave in certain ways.
Q: FDR ordered the internment of 120,000 Japanese Americans (including
your family) during World War II. The Bush administration has detained
innocent Muslims and Arabs as "enemy combatants." What can be done to
prevent the bipartisan policy of misrepresenting military necessity in times of
crisis?
A: Three things are important: an informed and engaged public, an aggres
sive and critical press, and an independent judiciary. I would also add that it's
important to teach new generations of lawyers about the constitutional abuses
of the past, which is why my husband and I (with 3 other law professors) wrote
"Race, Rights, and Reparation: Law and the Japanese American Internment."
Q: GW awards 2-3 credits for many of its clinics. Some schools, like NYU,
Georgetown and Penn, award 5-7 credits. Should GW be more generous?
A: The clinical faculty has discussed this issue and is reviewing the number of
academic credits given for our clinical courses. The number of credits awarded
is based on a decades-old formula of 5 hours of student work per credit hour.
We're taking a look at our formula and the situation at other top clinical pro
grams.
Q: Job you'd most love to have if you didn't teach?
A: I've thought it might be fun to be a floral designer and be surrounded by
gorgeous flowers all day. Before I developed arthritis in my hands and wrists, I
enjoyed gardening. Orchid growing is still a hobby of mine.
Q: Law school class you did the worst in?
A: Tax! My car, a 1970 VW beetle, broke down on the way to the exam, and I
arrived late. To be honest, it was not a subject that excited me.
Q: What would surprise students about you?
A: Perhaps the fact that I was a hippie and Deadhead (rabid Grateful Dead fan)
back in the early 70's.
Q: Favorite TV show?
A: I don't watch TV.
Q: Any exciting developments on the horizon for clinics at GW?
A: Absolutely! We received a $2.4 million cy pres award from a generous con
sumer lawyer here in DC, Phil Friedman, and we are contemplating how best to
use those funds. Dean Lawrence raised another $2 million from the Jacob Burns
Foundation for an endowed chair for the director of the legal clinics. Back in
October, 2006,1 declared that I was stepping down as Associate Dean for Clini
cal Affairs due to health problems, and I look forward to devoting my energy to
my clinical courses and research projects. Dean Lawrence is very committed to
further enhancing the GW clinics. So keep your eyes on the legal clinics in the
upcoming months!
d
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A Tension So Thick,You
who came before is taken to an extreme.
Programmers learn from the code of
Staff Writer
others, and as such, subtle changes and
evolutions are often non-obvious. Rapid
What kind of technology is at the development in technology results in
forefront of the social consciousness when rapid business model changes that require
considering modern day patents?
flexibility in how the new technology can
Many answers would involve com be used. The bane of innovators on the
puters, software and hardware, compa software side is broad sweeping patents
nies like Microsoft
taking advantage
and Google, intanof a young indus
gible programming
try, where many
It is not a new tension,
code. Most of the
applications are
other answers would
but one that has remained novel and useful
include biotechnol
but also quite ob
unresolved for the past few vious.
ogy, pharmaceuticals
and medical devices,
The Ama
years. And without reform
Merck and Abbot,
zon "one-click"
to effectively account for the patent is a noto
slightly more tangible
competing desires the system rious example;
medications.
Obviously, both
may break to the detriment Amazon was able
of these generalized
to assert a patent
of both interests.
camps are desperately
that purchasing an
interested in protect
item online using
ing their intellectual
only one click of
property, but what
the mouse was a
each of these two industries need out of method patent. There are also compa
the patent system are nearly diametrically nies like SCO who seek to assert patent
opposed. It is not a new tension, but one rights to older software code and use it
that has remained unresolved for the past as leverage to create licensing obligations
few years. And without reform to effec in companies that use a version of that
tively account for the competing desires code evolved by 10 years. The fear is that
the system may break to the detriment of of overprotection -the fear that allowing
both interests.
broad patents, which invites litigious pat
The information technology indus ent trolls, will kill the subtle and incremen
try is one of constant flux, one where tal nature of software development.
standing on the shoulders of the ones
On the other side is the biotechBY JIMI CHANG

Could Patent It

pharma interest, which spends hundreds pharma industry understands that the
of millions of dollars over the course of software-IT industry isn't against broad
years, sometimes decades, for a single patents, but merely opposes "bad" broad
successful product to maybe emerge from patents. Conversely, members of the
the research pipeline. Over the course of software-IT industry recognize that the
such a lengthy development, several new traditional paradigm for patents is more
and significantly different inventions are effective for industries with longer gesta
often created, opening alternate paths tion and higher overhead. But, various
of research that might also take years to patent reform acts that try to delineate
explore. The need to protect those forks in where the differences should lie have
progress is vital because the company may stalled in Congress.
lack the financing or manpower to investi
Some legislators have proposed that
gate immediately. Without an airtight pat because the gulf in approach is so broad,
ent in place, another company can swoop it is in fact irreconcilable, and the USPTO
in at the same point in development and should start using two standards. One
take advantage of a
standard should be for
competitor's work by
industries that need a
focusing research in The bane of innovators on higher degree of pro
that direction. Fur
tection to prevent loss
the software side is broad of
thermore, generic drug
what is invented
sweeping patents taking first to latecomers;
companies can take
advantage of a patent
the other should be
advantage of a young
loophole to break the
a less iron-clad in
industry, where many
legal monopoly before
junction standard
it's natural expiration.
for
industries that
applications are novel
Because so much time
are stifled by a strict
and useful but also quite protection process
and money is invested
obvious.
in these products, the
far slower than the
biotech and pharma
rate of development.
companies fight
There is a reluctance,
against underprotection or else they will however, to draw a line in the sand in this
lose all incentive to innovate at all.
manner, first, because splitting standards
Public policy doesn't favor either of will be difficult and doesn't inherently fix
the two industries: society is advanced by the problems. Second, in the future who
better medicine and by better technology. knows where technology will lead, and
Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be that bright-line today cannot account for
any middle ground either. The biotech- overlap of those industries tomorrow. O

Iam Thirty, Male, Call me White Trash
Standing in Line with my Pockets Full of Cash
You may recall that the Roman aris DC satellite (staffed with approximately
tocracy used bread and circuses to mollify fifty lawyers) nearly 20% from an alreadythe plebeians and quell civil unrest. We see respectable $135,000 for first-years - and
that tradition resurfacing among Justini did the same for every other office. Mean
while, Coving
an's successors, as the
ton & Burling,
nation's prominent
GARTELBY
one of the Dis
law firms loosen the
trict's preemi
strings of their bulg
nent BIGLAW
ing purses to feed the
outfits, raised
hungry masses of
the first-year
fresh young associ
ates. They cry with hands outstretched DC salary to $145,000 - something that
for relief from enormous debt that is would have been considered enticing
buoyed by increasingly unkind interest about a year ago but now looks sadly de
rates. These days, though, it takes more ficient. Some firms addressed the impact
than a plate of bruschetta and a fun-filled on the New York City market without the
afternoon at the Hippodrome to assuage ripple effect: O'Melveny & Myers, Mor
rison & Foerster, and Stroock showed a
the demands of GW's top law students.
modicum of competitive spirit by match
A feu-de-joie a lways begins with a
single gunshot. This one happened on ing the $160,000 benchmark but only for
January 22nd, when the New York of their Manhattan offices.
Throughout most of the last two
fice of Simpson Thatcher revealed that
decades, the market rate pay for BIGLAW
it would raise its pay scale for first-year
associates - pre-bonus - from $145,000 to has resembled a Civic with a powerful set
$160,000. The effect of this was as rapid of nitrous boosters, albeit equipped with
and startling as tossing a lit cigarette onto a busted transmission that can't seem to
a compost heap. The memorandum of the engage past second gear. Median starting
announcement quickly made its rounds salaries crept up between $70,000 and
on the Internet, and in its wake followed $80,000 for most of the Clinton years. At
rampant speculation about the price war the end of his administration, the firms
that was sure to erupt. Which of the top (prompted by the booming tech sector)
firms would have the guts to call Simpson made a two-step jump to $90,000 and then
Thatcher's raise, and which would risk $125,000. There it stagnated until a little
alienating themselves from young talent over a year ago, when the first $10,000
who would pass them up for better pay raises were tentatively announced by
Quinn Emmanuel and Irell & Manella.
prospects?
Like the unpredictability that ex The flood of lemmings followed some
ists between law school gunnerdom and months later.
You might wonder: why do such
grades, the results were surprising. A
dark horse from Boston named Fish & large and often uniform pay bumps hap
Richardson increased the salaries of its pen sporadically at these kinds of law

A

Story of
A

Stre

firms, especially considering that for
decades, real wage increases in other
fields have chugged along in single digit
percentages, if they've not stood still or
gone backward?
The simple answer is that in the
business scheme of these firms, salaries
are direct pay concessions made by the
senior managers to attract entry-level em
ployees. They are presumed to either burn
out or be in line to take their position not
in several decades, but several years. Pay
raises are a quick way for the better-off
partners of law firms to put pressure on
their rivals and less-stable counterparts,
sparking a trend that others are compelled
to follow. And considering other peculiar
trends running rampant, such as mojitos
and Texas Hold'Em, there's no telling
what will happen: with those, BIGLAW
associate raises may well come to repre
sent the Zeitgeist of the latter half of this
decade.
For further analysis, consider the
substance of the legal services industry.
With the staggering revenues that these
partnerships generate, it's easy to forget
that what they essentially do is coordinate
professional, clerical-like tasks on a very
large scale. They don't grow and operate
the same way as an industrial heavyweight
like Exxon or Ford. In contrast to the
executive in one of these corporations,
the hard, black-and-white value an associ
ate brings to his firm is easily calculable:
multiply a base rate times the number of
hours worked in any given period. Coincidentally, his costs (much lower than what
he generates) are going to be calculable in
a similar way.
This formula explains much of the

basic scheme of operating expenses in
such a law firm. And the partners of any
law firm are going to own an actual piece
of the company in a very direct and com
plete way -the expenditures of the firm,
including what they decide to pay their
associates, directly affects their shares
of the pie. Partners of a firm who have
less extravagant earnings, in response to
a salary hike, must either take the hit or
deal with the imputation of underpaying
their associates. But the large firms that
have well-compensated partners serving
a stable, practically inexhaustible client
base can afford to discriminate to a high
degree, without any consideration for
shareholders or the like; they decide just
how deeply they want to cut into their
profit figures by paying out salaries and
bonuses. Further, with the "up-or-out"
mentality that firms have, it's assumed
that a new hire will either be looking to
bail or make partner within a couple of
years.
That means that after a certain
point, unlike the corporate executive, the
promise of lockstep raises and paychecks
turns from a lure into a fully superfluous
matter. The real question then becomes
how much actual business a lawyer can
attract and how much of the fruit he can
reap for himself.
Regardless, the here and now is
what matters most to us, and this round of
raises has doubtlessly riled a bit of shock
- and envy from our less-compensated
colleagues. Not me, though. Never. You
can't pay me enough to stop doing what
I love. But I will admit that the love has
gotten a little more strained in the past few
weeks.
•
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Health Deductions
I basically see the President now It's just incredibly inefficient. To use one
as that houseguest that has broken all example, General Motors spends $1,400
your stuff but still has a few days left per finished vehicle on the health costs
to go, so you sit him down, look him of its employees. That's certainly nice
square in the face and say,
of General Motors, but
"Please...Don't Touch
!
these costs have been
Anything. No, don't try
JOSHUA TF.ITEI.BAUM
kiHing their bottom-line
to help. No, thanks. We'll
Oil the Left
with shareholders, which
forced GM to switch from
take care of it ourselves.
the more secure tradition
Just don't touch anything
al health insurance plans to the more risky
else, ok?"
So, you can imagine my dismay high deductible plans with Health Savings
when I heard him begin to discuss a new Accounts. The only reason we expect
tax break to fix the healthcare problem in health insurance from our employers is
America. (This is also a bit of columnist because that's how it's always been in
karma, having written in the last issue our country. Well, 'because that's how it's
that we shouldn't expect much in the way always been,' is usually the worst reason
of domestic proposals in the State of the for keeping things as they are.
Union like, oh I don't know, healthcare).
Where the President (and most
President Bush's willingness to offer conservatives) and I depart on healthup a proposal to a Democratically con- care reform comes when the discussion
trolled Congress that is certain to reject turns on what to do once we free busiit, is the latest piece of rhetorical evidence ness of its responsibilities in providing
that consensus is once again gathering healthcare. The President's proposal,
around the need for major healthcare re- after eliminating the tax preferences for
form. Serious political leaders must have employer based healthcare, creates a new
a healthcare plan because the healthcare deduction for individuals ($7,500) and
problem in America is more than a prob- families ($15,000) who purchase health
lem. It is a moral imperative that we take insurance on their own. But, the market
care to insure the health of our fellow for purchasing health insurance outside an
citizens and a financial requirement as employer group is discouragingly difficult
healthcare entitlement spending continues for those who need to take advantage
to eat up chunks of the federal budget of the deduction most. Insurers require
without accomplishing its goals.
extensive medical histories and physical
Forty-seven million. The number exams to assess the risk and comparable
should sound familiar, and if it doesn't, premium payments by the individual. Too
it soon will as the presidential campaigns frequently, applicants are rejected outright
heat up. That's the number of Americans because of their histories or conditions,
without health insurance. Nearly one out The poorer you are, the more likely it
of five Americans under sixty-five (18%), is that your health is poor as well. The
one-third of Hispanics, and one-third of poorer your health, the higher the risk
those between the age of nineteen and to insurers of future claims. The higher
twenty-four. But, beneath these disgrace- the risk to insurers, the higher the cost to
fill numbers lies an even greater injustice, consumers. And, just like that, the workMore than half of the non-elderly unin- ing poor whose small firm doesn't offer
sured (95% of seniors are insured thanks health benefits and is the one most likely
to Medicare), are full-time, full-year work- to take advantage of such a deduction is
ers for their family. The working poor unable to afford the health insurance he
don't have health insurance for one of so desperately needs,
two simple reasons: either their employer
As consolation, excuse me, to
doesn't offer it or they can't afford it on complement the private insurance plan,
their own. The quirky American social the President offers Health Savings Accontract born seventy years ago between counts. Consumers can contribute to these
the government, the private sector, and accounts that earn interest tax free. But,
the people is unraveling. The employer with Americans' current negative savings
based system of access to health insur- rate, it doesn't appear that these accounts
ance is broken, and the insecurity of being are much of a safety net, especially for
uninsured is increasingly being passed on those who don't have much to contribute
to individuals. President Bush's plan only in the first place. When the account is
encourages this trend.
exhausted after the unexpected accident
Bush proposes eliminating one tax or tragic condition, the costs are taken on
deduction and creating another in an ef- by the individual and the individual alone,
fort to sever access to insurance through rather than spread across a large insurance
employers and reduce health care costs pool. Consequently, about two million
by pushing them onto individuals who people file for bankruptcy for medically
presumably will be wiser consumers of related reasons annually,
health care services.
The purpose of health insurance is
Current provisions in the tax code to protect individuals against taking too
exempt workers from paying income tax much risk by sharing it with other Amerion the employer contributions to their in- cans -by providing a safety net when life's
surance, and regulations classify employer unexpected, yet inevitable turns steer us
contributions to insurance plans for their off track. The government has a positive
workers as excluded business expenses, role to play in keeping people from falling
From this tax code, we have the current too far when they're knocked down,
preference for access to health insurance
Now, if only we had an administhrough our employers — an odd vestigial tration that, instead of tearing apart the
social safety net from the post-war era that safety net piece by piece under the guise
remains to this day.
of personal responsibility, built it up on
This is one area where the President the principle of shared sacrifice,
and 1 agree. American business shouldn't
Like I said, Mr. President, "just
be in the business of health care provision. don't touch anything else."
•

Affordable Choices: Something
We Can All Agree On?
Unless you've been living in a cave care coverage. Their concern is exaggerfor the past week, you've probably heard ated. Instead of being stuck with whatever
some mention of the President's new plan their union or employer decides to
health care insurance plan. At a point work with, employees will have the extra
where his popularity
untaxed income to shop
seems beyond recovery,
„ ~
TT
for plans that best suit
the President has proBESTF.R
THEM
FURTHER) WHILE
posed what could be the
Oil the Rl&ht
some employers may
most sensible health care
stop providing healthinitiative of his entire
care outright, many will
presidency. With all the talk of bipartisan- still be involved in its acquisition. Many
ship lately, his Affordable Choices Initia- employers don't actually purchase their
five should be just what the doctor ordered employees' insurance. Instead, they negoto help fix our nation's problematic health tiate plans on behalf of their employees,
insurance system. But, the Democrats are allowing the employees to choose between
never satisfied. Apparently their defini- options and purchase the plan that best
tion of bipartisanship doesn't include the suits them. Under the President's plan,
concept of compromise.
these employees receive the best of both
Here are the essential details of worlds -a cheaper group-negotiated plan
the Affordable Choices Initiative: First, and a tax break to pay for it.
the President proposes to
I
Employer provideliminate the tax subsidies
Twiviead nfhflno
ed healthcare is great,
currently given to busi'
but it requires that (1)
nesses that provide health Stuck with whatever everybody have a job
insurance to their empl(lH their union Or and (2) that the job proployees. These subsidies,
.
,
vides adequate health
while theoretically good
employer decides
care. That's all fine and
for getting employers to
to work with,
dandy, except that not
everybody has a Job.and
provide quality insurance
l
W
have
pmn nvpps W
for workers, are suited
* ^
not every person with a
primarily to large corpothe extra untaxed
job has an employer that
rations. They completely
income to shop for provides insurance. 1he
ignore the millions of
,
.
,
.
President's plan allows
Americans who do not
Plans that best SUlt much greater flexibility
have employer provided
them.
because it doesn't require
healthcare plans. People
people to maintain the
who currently purchase
same job to get health
their own insurance are left to do so with coverage. It allows more personal freedom
their own taxed income.
in choosing a suitable plan.
In place of the current subsidies,
A major criticism coming from
the President proposes broad tax deduc- Democrats is that the Initiative doesn't
tions to individuals -$7,500 to individu- do anything to help low income families
als purchasing their own insurance and who can't afford health insurance to begin
$15,000 to individuals purchasing family with. The idea that the Initiative ignores
health care plans. Under the President's the low-income groups is just plain wrong,
plan, the deductions would be available to The Initiative includes provisions to help
anyone purchasing his/her health insur- states provide health care access to the
ance, whether through their employer or underprivileged. Many states have taken
completely on their own. The program measures to help low-income persons and
would not offer the deduction to anyone their families acquire affordable health
receiving health care benefits from their care. Instead of creating a bloated ineffiemployer in lieu of a higher salary. In- cient national scheme for dealing with the
stead, it is designed to bring affordable problem, the President's plan will devote
health insurance within the reach of more federal funds to help the states pursue the
people, while increasing competition be- methods that they've devised to provide
tween providers. Think
much needed healthcare
Si°""y
about the way you shop
,
provided
£
for car insurance now
i J
r
afford it.
and imagine being able to
healthcare is great,
The Affordable
Choices Init;at^e is a
tailor a health insurance
huf
requires that
policy the same way.
i , ,
sensible, workable, and
The plan has sev- ( I ) e v e r y b o d y h a v e a economically responsible
eral projected net effects.
job and (2) that the proposal for improving
First, it will make health . ,
••
America's health care
care dramatically more job provides adequate system The fact that
affordable to middle and
health care.
Democrats oppose it belower-middle income ^^| cause they don't think it
families and individuals
goes far enough shows
who do not have sufficient coverage, if any their lack of dedication to bipartisanship,
at all. It will render more of their personal The Initiative is certainly a step in the right
income tax free, allowing them to shop direction. It shifts the burden of health
around for the most suitable health care care away from low and middle-income
plan for them. Further, the plan would families and onto those in the upper inhelp shift the burden of paying for health- come brackets, and it will dramatically
care onto higher-paid employees, whose improve the diversity of plans and the
expensive company-provided health plans value of coverage and care throughout
would otherwise be tax-free.
America's health care system.
One possible effect, and a major
criticism coming from the Democrats, is
-Adam is a 3L who likes it when
that the plan may result in a decrease in insurance companies compete for his
the number of employers providing health business.
•
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President Can't Allow Democrat Controlled
Congress to Interfere With Fight Against Terrorism
famous strong-arming to pass the Civil logical struggle." That idea is one shared because they were not "true believers."
Second, what
Rights Act indicates the ranking is based wholeheartedly by Walid
Staff Writer
Chairman
Reyes needs
on effective relations, i.e., getting legisla Shoebat, a former PLO
to
learn
is
that
in many
tion through, rather than friendliness.)
terrorist who recently has
Still, it is clear
As the new Congress gets situ
ways
the
Shiite
and
Sun
It seems clear that President Bush's gained a degree of noto
that, with very few
ated, speculation abounds about how the immediate legacy will be based on the riety in the United States.
ni branches of Islam
President will handle
War on Terror, and, Having denounced his
exceptions, neither are different religions.
Same Profit, different
Democratic majori
former
life,
he's
very
at least in the shortpartisan quibbling
practice. Yet the extrem
ties on the Hill. After
term, specifically with charismatic and passion
ist
wings in both groups
nor
bipartisan
the election, meetings
regard
to
Iraq.
Nobody
ate
and
alarming.
His
Embarrassingly,
have
the exact same goal:
upon meetings with
talks about low unem most striking point is not
compromises are
Reyes goofed on an
the elimination of... us.
Democratic leaders at
ployment and a strong a tale of setting bombs, or
what we remember And, in so doing, rule the
international scale
tempted to reconnect
economy. Similarly, analysis of terror tactics.
world under Islamic law
the White House with
record
out-of-wedlock
He
explained
that
the
presidents for. We
only days later - his
(which is odd since they
senators and congress
births aren't getting at central goal of Islamic
remember them
don't agree on the exact
men who largely had ignorance of differences tention either, though terrorism is not simply
for
bold
steps
they
tenants of Islamic law).
to
spread
religion
but
to
been ignored for six
the
trend
directly
bucks
between Shiite and
President Bush's
years. Much discord
his father's campaign spread a form of govern
took during their
Sunni terror groups
relationship with Con
to promote family val ment. It is not simply
remains, however, and
presidencies, for
gress is shaky, but he
domination of thought
(and trying to skirt the ues.
not merely amongst Re
Operation Iraqi but imposition by force.
publicans bitter at los
grand gestures they needs to keep fighting
issue by offering to
those who won't stop
Freedom has eclipsed And it indeed embod
ing power, or between
made, and for acts
answer the question
until we all are dead,
much of what the Pres ies a visceral hatred of
parties, but among
they undertook that even if he's unpopular
ident has done or has freedom because Islamic
Democrats, though
in Spanish because
failed to do. But even Shiara law does not allow changed the course of for it. It might help to
one would think they
it was 5pm, however
continue to develop the
our role in Iraq will be for democracy.
should be riding-high
the country.
administration's mesThe danger is seen
that's relevant), lead
a mere footnote in his
on the spoils of vic
sage into one a little less
tory if we are hit with in two important ways
tory.
The Times of London
simplistic than base free
another attack during unrelated to 9/11. First,
Nancy Pelosi, in
to write, "New House
the remainder of Bush's Islamic terrorists have no problem killing dom-hatred and more comprehendible to
particular, was making
negative news just days
Intelligence Committee term. The President's fellow Muslims. Even aside from the those who think asking why "they" hate
focus, both for our sake targeted sectarian Shiite/Sunni violence us is a relevant question. But, the message
after she was named
Chair
Short
on
and his, should remain that is routine news from Iraq (including won't matter much in the eyes of history.
Speaker. First, her
on doing everything in the bombing of mosques), extremists see The only thing certain is that, if there were
Intelligence."
high-profile endorse
his
power to prevent deaths of Muslims in, for example, the to be another attack on American soil dur
ment of John Murtha
~~~—
ther
attack, even bombing of a Jordanian hotel last year, as ing this President's watch, it would be all
ano
as Majority Leader
•
if
this
prevents
him the same as the death of any other infidel anybody would ever remember.
failed. Then came very
from
playing
public disputes with
Jane Harman, who was ranking-member nice with the new Congress.
At this point in his term,
and presumed next Chairman of the
it's
not
all that necessary that the
House Permanent Select Committee on
public
understands what he's
Intelligence. Pelosi instead chose Silvesdoing
or
why (don't confuse not
tre Reyes of Texas, overlooking the more
understanding
with not know
< M A M ) R \ U M f \ %f I O N S
senior Harman and Alcee Hastings (one
ing
I
am
not
advocating for
of only seven federal judges ever to be
The
elimination of transparency).
removed from office).
George
Washington
Embarrassingly, Reyes goofed on He just needs to keep us safe,
—
Award
—
an international scale only days later even if that means continuous
- his ignorance of differences between ridicule from his detractors,
Shiite and Sunni terror groups (and try probably well outlasting his
The Joint Committee of Faculty and Students seeks nominations for the
ing to skirt the issue by offering to answer term.
31st annual George Washington Award.
Nevertheless,
the
Admin
the question in Spanish because it was
5pm, however that's relevant), lead The istration's broken-record mes
The GW Award, established in 1976, provides special recognition to
Times of London to write, "New House sage should change. Simply
members of the GW community, whose exceptional accomplishments
Intelligence Committee Chair Short on saying that the terrorists "hate
freedom"
has
two
problems.
and service to the University exceeds that which is usual or expected.
Intelligence."
First,
it's
a
lazy-sounding
byte.
But slim majorities, broad discord,
and alleged incompetence among Demo Academically, it was pretty
If you are a GW student, faculty or staff member, you
crats should give the President neither simplistic from the beginning.
may submit your nominations to the GW Award Selection Committee of
pause nor pleasure. President Bush has But by now, it has been said so
the Joint Committee of Faculty and Students.
said many times that he doesn't think many times that it symbolizes
a
lack
of
creativity
and
reluc
about what his legacy will be, reason
ing that, if we're still evaluating George tance to evolve. Second and
Guidelines and nomination forms may be obtained online at
Washington more than two hundred years more importantly, the idea of
http://gwired.gwu.edu/dos. Hardcopies of the forms are available at:
after his presidency, it would be futile to freedom-hating sjmply doesn't
translate into Western thought.
try to shape one himself.
• Academic Center Information Desk
Still, it is clear that, with very few It seems silly to us that people
• Rice Hall Information Desk
We think
exceptions, neither partisan quibbling can hate freedom.
• Marvin Center Information Desk
nor bipartisan compromises are what we that just because the Cold War is
remember presidents for. We remember over democracy is on sure foot
• Dean of Students Office, Rice Hall, Suite 401
them for bold steps they took during ing in the world. Sadly, that's
• Student Activities Center, Marvin Center 427
their presidencies, for grand gestures they demonstrably untrue.
The President started to
made, and for acts they undertook that
The deadline for nominations is 5:00 p.m., Friday, March 2,
changed the course of the country. When update that message in his
naming the great ones, we most often State of the Union speech.
2007.
think of Washington, Lincoln, and FDR. Instead of simply reiterating
Whatever first comes to mind about each the almost dogmatic principle
Contact the Dean of Students office at (202) 994-6710 for information.
of these men is probably not their relation of freedom-hating, he took a
ships with Congress. (Incidentally, at the pragmatic approach, stating,
top of CSPAN's presidential "relations "This war is more than a clash
with Congress" ranking sits LBJ. His of arms — it is a decisive ideo
BY ADAM PEARL MAM
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Crossword 101
Long Island Sounds"
ACROSS
11rish fuel
5 Kind of race
10 Colombian Town
14 Like some excuses
15 Runaway
16 Fruit chemical
17 China locale
18 Long Island sound
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Managing Editor
News Editor
Features/Opinion Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Webmaster

Samuel Dangremond
Rebecca Parker
Anita Valliani
Sarah Schwartz
Wasim Rahman
Karlie Dunsky
John Kevlin

26

29

33
20 Bottom line
21 Hammer end
37
36
22 Squeals
39
23 Long for
25 Money:slang
43
42
27 Valley or dance lead in
•
45
29 Disturbs the peace
33 Useful
48
49 50
34 Senate workers
56
55
35 TV's McBeal
36 Buddies
60
59
37 Bakery order
63
62
38 Pull
39 Precedes em
40 More uncommon
6 Ms. DeGeneres
41 Side to side measure
7 Madman
42 Some urban sights
8 IRS mo.
44 Joints
9 Affirmative
45 Iowa city
10 Per , each
46 _ Spector, U.S. Senator 11 Actor Ladd
48 Small amount
12 Harmless prank
51 Chicago star Joel
13 Galls
52 Mongrel
19 Coils
55 Long Island sound
21 Peel
58 Skirt style
24 Morays
59 Soothing plant
25 Aged beer
60 Pierre's hat
26 Prophetic sign
61 Pertaining to the ear
27 Calcutta mooia
62 Repair
28 Prodigious pasta
63 Filmmaker Frank
producer
64 Computer measure
29 Levels
30 Long Island sound
DOWN
1 Prepare an outline
31 Fill with high spirits
2 Comfort
32 Loud exhales
3 Long Island sound
34 Reads carefully
4 Bag or biscuit lead in
37 Challenge
5 Send for help
38 Eat out
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40 Juliet's hero
41 Like this crossword puzzletabbr.
43 Dismissed
46 Rifle provider
47 Lariat
48 London streetcar
49 Unemployed actor's
quest
50 Shakespeare's soon
51 High-energy snack
53 Army group
54 Houston university
56 Peacock network
57 New Zealand parrot
58 Crime syndicate
Quotable Quote
" The politician who never
made a mistake never
made a decision."
. . . John Majors

Q: What do you call a smiling, sober,
courteous person at a bar association
convention?
A: The caterer.
**********

If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both
drowning, and you could only save one
of them, would you go to lunch or read
the paper?
*************

Q: Do you know how to save a drowning
lawyer?
A: No? Good!
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